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Since 1945, they want us to believe that the most serene freedom has arisen in
our lifetime; now that housewives have access to all the best household appliances,
now that almost everyone has the right to vote, now that “freedom” of speech is
guaranteed by the democratic institutions, now that we are left with the listing of
false choices- between exploiting or being exploited for nothing at all, and without
trying to understand why, threatened to be quashed. Our anxiety and our thirst for
liberty do not falter, though that is what it’s all about when the State parrots out
its ideas of freedom, democratic and industrial progress.

But here and there, the social peace is sometimes weakened, its necessity reap-
praised, its capacity to become fashionable evacuated in aid of the rage it provokes
to who this social peace can not live down the misery of a permanent existence as
the prey of the State. Pigs are attacked and hated in some neighbourhoods that civil
tranquillity describes as “sensitive”, the social big brothers can not contain the rage
of exploited people seeking for meaning, unemployed people do not accept their
lives as a nightmare of subsistence, pupils make barricades against forces of law
and order while workers threaten to blow up their fucking factories, sans-papier
people rebel all over the country by setting fire to their prisons or escaping from
police raids, some other people try to make the lives into hell for those who make
a profit of deportation and the prison system. More and more mutineers attempt
to take revenge on these who benefit from domination.

In 2005, some suburbs explode with rage and jeopardise the Order. More than
a year ago, it’s Vincennes Detention Centre, the biggest prison for migrants in
France that goes up in smoke, ignited by the rage of life with no life. Since sev-
eral years, the sabotages and attacks increase against imprisonment collaborators
(Bouygues, Eiffage, IBIS, Air France, ADECCO, the Red-Cross and other vultures
who participate to the deportation machine). More recently, dozen of bank ATMs
(that were responsible for sans-papiers arrests, organizing ambushes with cops to



their unwanted clients: La Poste, BNP, LCL, CIC, Société Générale) were burnt,
smashed, sabotaged.

Ten people are accused of the Vincennes centre arson, and have been found
guilty, facing several years of prison.

On February 15th, four people, among those called by the cops “anarcho-
autonomes”, are arrested by the Anti-Terrorist Section of the Criminal Brigade, and
accused of having participated in a wave of solidarity against Detention Centres
and their shit Brave New World. It’s still the State showing its nasty face, hoping
to see us submit to the bloody pacification it imposes us, with cops, prison, torture,
murders, judges, borders, guards and nice tidy smiles.

In fact, through repression, the State wishes to slow down the diffusion of per-
manent attacks that badly shake it. It wishes to attribute to some dreamed up social
groups (like ‘ultra-gauche’ ones, the ’suburban youth’, the ‘gangs’, the ’saboteur’,
and so on…) some acts, already spread though in the whole society, in order to
confine them, aware of the widespread us of these practices would be fatal.

But there’s nothing to cry over. Because in this social war with no truce, we will
not turn the other cheek!

Let’s make sure the revolt uproar will beat down on this shitty world!
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